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Directions (1-5): Read the following information and answer the questions that follow:

Twelve members of a family are sitting in two opposite sides of rectangular dining table for a dinner.
Two parallel rows of chairs containing six people each are set in such a way that there is an equal
distance between adjacent persons. In row 1, A, B, C, D, E and F are seated and all of them are facing
south. In row 2, P, Q, R, S, T and O are seated and all of them are facing north, but not necessarily in
the same order. Each of them likes different types of food, viz Indian, African, English, French,
German, Chinese, Italian, Mexican, Thai, Spanish, Korean and Russian, but not necessarily in the
same order. C, who likes German food, sits third to the left of B. C is not an immediate neighbour of
either E or A. P, who likes Korean food, sits third to the right of S. Neither P nor S sits at the extreme
ends. E, who likes Indian food, faces the one who likes Mexican food. F, who likes English food, faces
O, who sits second to the left of T and does not like French food. T is not an immediate neighbour of
S. Only two people sit between Q and T, who like Russian and Thai food respectively. D likes neither
African nor French food and sits on the immediate left of the person who likes German food. A who
likes Chinese food, does not face R. The one who likes Spanish food sits second to the right of the
person who faces the one who likes African food. O does not like Spanish food. B and S does not like
African food.

Q1. Who faces the one, who likes African food?
(a) P
(b) S
(c) R
(d) F
(e) None of these

Q2. Which of the following food does S like?
(a) Italian
(b) French
(c) African
(d) Mexican
(e) None of these

Q3. Who sits diagonally opposite to T?
(a) D
(b) C
(c) F
(d) E
(e) None of these
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Q4. Which of the following person likes Mexican Food?
(a) P
(b) S
(c) R
(d) T
(e) None of these

Q5. Who sits second to the right of the person, who faces the one, who likes African Food?
(a) B
(b) F
(c) A
(d) C
(e) None of these

Directions (6-10): Study the following information carefully to answer the given questions.

Eight members P, Q, R, S, T, U, V and W of a family are sitting around a rectangular table with all of
them facing towards opposite to center. Four of them are sitting at the corners while other four are
sitting at the middle of the table. Each one of them talking about different topics viz. Music, Cricket,
Movie, Politics, Daily life, Business, Jobs and Dance. Three married couples are there in the family.
W is the only sister-in-law of P. Q is talking about Business and she is daughter-in-law of R. P who is
the father of U and uncle of V, sits to the immediate left of the person who is talking about Music. U
is an immediate neighbor of her aunty W who does not sit next to S. R does not talk about Dance or
Jobs. The two youngest members sit next to each other. The one who is talking about the Cricket sits
between V and the one who is talking about Daily life. V sits third to the left of S. The one who is
talking about Business sits between the persons who is talking about Jobs and Dance respectively. S’s
husband and son sit next to her. Politics is not talk by V’s father. V does not talk about Movie or Jobs.
S is the mother of only P and T, and sits second to the left of T.

Q6. Which of the following statement is true regarding the family?
(a) P is the brother of W
(b) R is the father-in-law of P
(c) Q is the aunty of V
(d) U and V are married couple
(e) None of the Above

Q7. Who among the following sits between Q and the one who talking about Cricket?
(a) P
(b) T
(c) S
(d) V
(e) W
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Q8. What is the position of the person who is talking about Politics with respect to the one who
talking about Business?
(a) Third to the right
(b) Second to the left
(c) Immediate left
(d)Third to the left
(e) Fourth to the left

Q9. Who among the following is talking about Movie?
(a) W
(b) U
(c) V
(d)  Q
(e) T

Q10. Which of the following options represent a married couple?
(a) W, Q
(b) W, T
(c) W, R
(d) S, P
(e) None of the above

Directions (11-15): Study the following information carefully to answer the given questions.

9 people Amaan, Bipul, Vipul, Durgesh, Akshay, Faisal, Gaurav, Harsh and Rahul stay in a building,
not necessarily in the same order. The building has 9 floors and only one person stays on one floor.
The ground floor is numbered 1, the floor above it, number 2 and so on and the top most floor is
numbered 9. All of them own one car each, and each car is of a different colour, i.e. blue, grey, white,
black, yellow, green, red, orange and pink not necessarily in the same order.
Harsh owns a black coloured car and stays on an even numbered floor. Amaan stays on any even
numbered floor below the floor on which Harsh stays. The one who owns an orange coloured car
stays on the 4th floor. Akshay stays on the second floor and owns the white coloured car. The one
who owns a pink coloured car stays on the 3rdfloor. Amaan does not own a green coloured car. There
are two floors between the floors on which the people owning the red and the black coloured cars
stays. Vipul owns a grey coloured car. There are three floors between the floors on which Vipul and
Gourav stays. Durgesh stays on a floor immediately above Rahul's floor. There is one floor between
the floors on which Faisal and Gourav stays, who does not like pink colour. Faisal does not own the
pink coloured car. The one who owns the blue car stays on the top-most floor. Faisal does not stay on
the ground floor.
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Q11. Who is staying on the floor no. 7?
(a) Amaan
(b) Bipul
(c) Durgesh
(d) Akshay
(e) Faisal

Q12. How many persons are staying between Durgesh and Harsh?
(a) Three
(b) Four
(c) Two
(d) One
(e) None of these

Q13. Who is staying on the 5thfloor?
(a) Durgesh
(b) Faisal
(c) Akshay
(d) Amaan
(e) none of these

Q14. Who is staying on the ninth floor?
(a) Gaurav
(b) Bipul
(c) Amaan
(d) Vipul
(e) Durgesh

Q15. How many persons are staying between Amaan and Vipul?
(a) Three
(b) Four
(c) Two
(d) One
(e) None of these

Directions (16-20): Read the following information carefully and answer the questions given
below:

There are eight friends P, Q, R, S, T, U, V and W sitting around a circular table. Some of them are
facing towards the center while some are opposite to center. They also like different fruits like
coconut, date, pear, mango, peach, grape, olive and melon. P is sitting third to right of R. There is one
person sitting between P and Q. S is sitting fourth to right of Q. The person who likes pear sit second
to right of S. P does not like pear fruit. There are three persons sit between the one who likes pear and
the one who likes melon fruit. The one who likes coconut fruit sits second to right of one who likes
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melon fruit. S does not like coconut fruit. The person who likes grape sits third to right of one who
likes coconut fruit. R likes grape fruit. There are two persons sit between S and T. There are three
persons sit between the one who likes peach and the one who likes mango. T does not like peach or
mango fruit. There is one person sits between the one who like mango and the one who likes date.
The one who likes pear fruit sits third to right of one who likes date fruit. The one who likes olive
fruit sits third to right of one who like mango. V sits fourth to right of one who likes peach. U is not
immediate neighbor of V. The one who likes peach sits third to left of one who likes pear and both
faces the same direction.(Same direction means if one faces center then other also faces the center and
vice-versa).T faces opposite the center. P likes the melon fruit.

Q16. Who among the following like pear fruit?
(a) P
(b) Q
(c) R
(d) T
(e) W

Q17. If T is related to R and Q is related to S, in the same way P is related to?
(a) P
(b) Q
(c) R
(d) T
(e) W

Q18. Who among the following sits third to right of person who like melon fruit?
(a) U
(b) S
(c) V
(d)W
(e) Q

Q19. Which of the following is correctly matched?
(a) T-Coconut
(b) R-Pear
(c) S-Olive
(d)U-Mango
(e) W-grape

Q20. Who sits opposite to person who likes coconut fruit?
(a) U
(b) The person who like mango fruit.
(c) R
(d) The person who like Melon fruit.
(e) The person who like olive fruit.
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